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STRATIFICATION = LAYERING 

G. Social Stratification 
  1.a. Social Stratification is  

  the categorization of people into  
  a social hierarchy. 

       b. Stratification is defined materially by  

   access to resources that  relate to standard  
   of living and social position (status). 

     c. Stratification is represented symbolically     

   through socially constructed  
   rankings of social status  
    (for example, by “occupational prestige”) 

         d. Stratification is culturally universal. 
    All human  societies develop stratification systems,  
    although they don’t always look the same. 

http://www.morrisville.edu/
http://org.coloradomesa.edu/~starbuck/144lect/144lec6/sld003.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupational_prestige
http://org.coloradomesa.edu/~starbuck/144lect/144lec6/sld007.htm
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G. Social Stratification 

2. The Structure of Stratification 

 a.  How is it Measured? 

    “SES” = Socio-Economic Status 

 The idea behind SES comes from Max Weber’s famous 
essay on Class, Status and Party (1893). 

       ||              ||     || 

     (Property, Prestige, Potential) 

   ~ or ~       (Money, Respect, Power) 

G. Social Stratification 
2. Structure: Measuring  Stratification 

 a. SES = Socio-Economic Status: Money, Power, Respect 

 i. Income and wealth (Money)  
• Income: occupational wages and earnings from investments 

• Wealth: the total value of money and other assets, minus any debt 

 

 ii. Political position of authority (Power) 
• Power is “the ability to control your fate and the fate of others, 

even in the face of resistance.” (Weber, 1893) 

• Examples:  
- Parents have authority over children;  
- Police officers have authority to use force when necessary;  
- A Supreme Court Justice has authority to interpret the law. 

 

 iii. Social prestige (Respect) 
• Educational level – PhD, JD, MD, MBA, MA, BS, BA, AA, GED 

• Job-related status – “occupational prestige” 

• Honor; fame; celebrity – “positive sanctions” 

G. Social Stratification     

2.b. Different Structures of Social Stratification 

 i. Caste System  

  A system based on ascribed status: birth determines social position. 
 The goal is a closed system that maintains order and  stability in 
 society.  
  Example: India 

 ii. Estate System 

  A system based on one’s relationship to territory and land. Three 
 positions exist: Political and Military Elite (Nobility), Landowners (Gentry)   
 and Religious Leaders (Clergy), and Serfs and Peasants (Commoners) 

  Examples: Feudal Europe, China, or Japan 

 iii. Class System 

  A system based on achieved status, not ascription. The goal is an 
 open system of equal opportunity to achieve economic & social 
 mobility. 
  Example: America – is the U.S. an ideal class system? 

 

  Note that these are ideal types (norms) of social stratification for any 
 society: usually, the reality of social organization introduces elements 
 of more than one type of stratification into a society. 

http://sites.middlebury.edu/individualandthesociety/files/2010/09/Weber-Class-Status-Party.pdf
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-35650616
http://image.slidesharecdn.com/feudalism-131109182055-phpapp02/95/feudalism-and-life-in-the-middle-ages-7-638.jpg?cb=1384021463
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqkriGwkTcU
http://image.slidesharecdn.com/feudalism-131109182055-phpapp02/95/feudalism-and-life-in-the-middle-ages-5-638.jpg?cb=1384021463
http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/assets/2015/06/fsm-onepager_artfinal.pdf?la=en
http://www.forbes.com/2007/10/09/income-mobility-opportunity-ent-dream1007-cx_th_1009harford_print.html
http://www.forbes.com/2007/10/09/income-mobility-opportunity-ent-dream1007-cx_th_1009harford_print.html
http://www.forbes.com/2007/10/09/income-mobility-opportunity-ent-dream1007-cx_th_1009harford_print.html
http://org.coloradomesa.edu/~starbuck/144lect/144lec6/sld011.htm
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  3. U.S. Inequality:  The Social Classes 
  a.i. The Social Upper Class =  1 % of the U.S. population 
  “Old Money” (inherited); The Power Elite; incomes up 10% in past 30 years;    
  top 0.1% earn nearly 50% of all business profits 

  a.ii. The Lower Upper Class = 4% of the U.S. population 
   New Money; Income = $250K+; national political connections;  
   high prestige (private school is a must) 

  b. The Middle Class = 40% of the U.S. population 
  White/Gray Collar workers; Income = $50K- $250K;  
       Local political connections; Education (prestige) is important; 

  c. The Working Class = 35% of the U.S. population  
   The old “industrial class”; Blue Collar workers; Income =  $20K-$50K;  
  Prestige (education) not as important (pride in manual labor) 

         ------- Poverty Line ------ 

  d. The Lower Class (or “Underclass”) = 20% of the U.S. population 
        Working poor –  Low-skill service work > $20K income;   

    few opportunities for education 
    Welfare poor – no work; not a stable population; welfare programs 

G. Social Stratification 

G. Social Stratification 
  3. U.S. Inequality: The Social Classes 

     e. Measure of equality using “Quintiles” 
        Break society equally into fifths: 1/5 = 20% (20/100) 

 
        Population of Earners 

   Top Q          Second Q              Third Q        Fourth Q  Fifth Q 

      20%   20%       20%       20%  Pov    20% 
(upper class 5% and         (the middle of the           (lower middle class 10%                (the lower working                  (lower class in  
upper middle 15%)             middle class 20%)        and top 10% working class)                      class 20%)                           poverty 20%) 

 

$$$$$    Concentration of Wealth 

$$$$         $    $      $           

  85%     10%    5%    1%                 -1% 

 

G. Social Stratification 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPKKQnijnsM
http://sociology.ucsc.edu/whorulesamerica/
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/business/july-dec11/makingsense_08-16.html
http://www.forbes.com/sites/robertlenzner/2011/11/20/the-top-0-1-of-the-nation-earn-half-of-all-capital-gains/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/robertlenzner/2011/11/20/the-top-0-1-of-the-nation-earn-half-of-all-capital-gains/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/robertlenzner/2011/11/20/the-top-0-1-of-the-nation-earn-half-of-all-capital-gains/
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/25/business/economy/25leonhardt.html?_r=1
http://www.opm.gov/feddata/html/20bl0904.asp
https://aspe.hhs.gov/2015-poverty-guidelines
http://www.dol.gov/oasam/programs/history/herman/reports/futurework/conference/workingpoor/workingpoor_toc.htm
http://www.spicker.uk/social-policy/socpol.htm
https://aspe.hhs.gov/frequently-asked-questions-related-poverty-guidelines-and-poverty#programs
https://aspe.hhs.gov/frequently-asked-questions-related-poverty-guidelines-and-poverty#programs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPKKQnijnsM
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G. Social Stratification 

  

 

../../../Images Etc/intro+socprob/diagrams+pics/8 - Stratification/intergen-mobility.gif
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G. Social Stratification 
4.a. Theories of Stratification Types:  

 Functionalism vs. Neo-Marxism 

 i. 1920s - late 1960s: Structural-Functionalists believe that  
    stratification is a function of social values. Society values some      
      positions more than others (for example doctors vs. maintenance workers).  
      Classic Structuralism: Social Class in America (1957 sociology film) 

   But many have been quick to point out that these values do not always function     
   well for society. For example, compare celebrity salaries to those of hard    
  working, important people like the President. 

 ii. late 1960s-2000s: Social Conflict theorists believe that social  
    stratification is based on how power is distributed in society.  
     Karl Marx argued that in capitalist nations, power is  
     represented by ownership. Neo-Marxists accept this premise. 
  Who owns American society? (Carlin)  
  How do the elite maintain their power? (Chomsky) 

 Only 2 Social Classes: The Political Class (20%);  Everyone Else (80% Obedient Workers) 

G. Social Stratification    

4.a.ii. The Marxist Perspective: Conflict Theory 

    1. One’s position in life are tied to a person’s relationship to the  

    Means of Production (the factory system in Marx’s  time) 

  The result is only Two Social Classes:  
  A person either controls money and equipment  

 (BOURGEOISIE – owners) or works for those who do 
 (PROLETARIAT - workers)   
 
2. Eventually, years of class oppression will lead to      
    capitalism’s demise through WORKER REVOLUTION  

• CAPTIALISM  is replaced by SOCIALISM; workers own factories 

• SOCIALISM then leads to COMMUNISM; ownership becomes obsolete        
  (the state will “wither away”). 

      3. In the 1960’s neo-Marxism was embraced by liberal college professors to     
    engage in a discussion of the power structure of American society (in response to     
   the 1950’s “Red Scare” (anti-communist propaganda), the Vietnam War, and the     
   nuclear weapons build-up of the Cold War, as well as domestic issues like poverty     
       and increasing crime rates. From this frame of analysis came feminism,  
    environmentalism, and other social movements. 

G. Social Stratification             

 5.a. Why No Workers’ Revolution in America?  
 i. War and nationalism 

• The anxiety of World Wars I and II kept people from revolting 
 

 ii. Fragmentation of the capitalist class  
   (ownership for “all”) 

• We can ALL have a piece of the pie these days (in stock); 

 

 iii. White-collar jobs and a general rising of the  
   standard of living (managerial class) 

• More prestige (status) for workers; 

  

 iv. Increase in unions 
• Better wages and benefits: work hours, child labor laws, eliminated sweatshops, 

increased safety, introduced minimum wage  

 

 v. Nonetheless, there is continual resurgence of socialism in  
      America: 1880s, 1920s, 1960s, today(?). 

 Are Bernie Sanders’ presidential campaign, and an earlier movement known as  Occupy 
Wall Street cracks in the façade? Or are they just a bunch of  dirty hippies? Regardless, the 
current protests  across America have  drawn  attention to U.S. inequality.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davis%E2%80%93Moore_hypothesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davis%E2%80%93Moore_hypothesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davis%E2%80%93Moore_hypothesis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XM-YcgGWQA
http://www.bobborst.com/funstuff/celebrity-salary-clock/
http://usgovinfo.about.com/od/thepresidentandcabinet/a/presidentialpay.htm
http://usgovinfo.about.com/od/thepresidentandcabinet/a/presidentialpay.htm
http://www2.ucsc.edu/whorulesamerica/power/class_domination.html
http://www2.ucsc.edu/whorulesamerica/power/class_domination.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWsM8-Ve2yA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWsM8-Ve2yA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wphncn58kdU&feature=youtu.be&t=72
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wphncn58kdU&feature=youtu.be&t=72
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XM-YcgGWQA
http://www.salon.com/2015/04/10/7_remarkably_cruel_instances_of_class_warfare_in_america_partner/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proletarian_revolution
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=389x4601465
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=389x4601465
https://berniesanders.com/issues/income-and-wealth-inequality/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/nov/07/occupy-wall-street-primer
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/nov/07/occupy-wall-street-primer
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2011/nov/10/zuccotti-park/?pagination=falsehttp://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2011/nov/10/zuccotti-park/?pagination=false
http://www.nationalreview.com/articles/280277/can-occupy-wall-street-make-sense-itself-charles-c-w-cooke?page=1
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57324763/nyc-police-clear-occupy-wall-st-camp/
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57324094/oakland-cops-clear-out-occupy-camp-in-riot-gear/?tag=contentMain;contentBody
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G. Social Stratification   

5.b. Capitalism has created great inequality in the 

 U.S., developing a caste-like system. How are 

 the classes perpetuated (or made like castes)? 

  i. Wealth and power is highly concentrated in the upper class 

   (the top 1%). A very small percentage of the population still controls over half of the    

    corporate stock.  Inheritance laws  (like estate taxes) keep money in the upper  class.  

ii. The law favors the rich 
  Access to legal representation for the poor has been disabled; 

  Poor people can go to modern “debtor’s prison” for not paying their bills. 

iii. The educational system reproduces class inequality 
   Median income of the family of Harvard student: $150,000 vs. 

  U.S. Median family income: $50,000 

   iv. Some ascribed statuses lead to different treatment due  
  to problematic social norms:  
   Women, minorities and people of color are victims of status discrimination 

 

http://www2.ucsc.edu/whorulesamerica/power/wealth.html
http://www.cbpp.org/research/ten-facts-you-should-know-about-the-federal-estate-tax
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2011/10/legal-system-favors-one-percent
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/3456/
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/3456/
http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2011/12/13/388303/the-return-of-debtors-prisons-thousands-of-americans-jailed-for-not-paying-their-bills/
http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2011/12/13/388303/the-return-of-debtors-prisons-thousands-of-americans-jailed-for-not-paying-their-bills/
http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2011/12/13/388303/the-return-of-debtors-prisons-thousands-of-americans-jailed-for-not-paying-their-bills/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ascriptive_inequality
http://www.eeoc.gov/federal/otherprotections.cfm

